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Codan launches DV for clearest HF voice on a Manpack
London, United Kingdom — DSEI 2015, stand #N6-350, 15 September 2015. Codan Radio
Communications, a division of Codan Limited (ASX-CDA), has announced the launch of second
generation Digital Voice for their High Frequency (HF) Manpacks.
The new Digital Voice capability on the 2110 series of Codan HF Manpacks provides the clearest voice
communications possible over HF, similar to cellular phones, while establishing a connection in
challenging conditions when other analogue HF radios fail.
With 3G ALE capability, the 2110 series Manpacks are now the only dedicated HF radio available with
both 3G ALE and second generation Digital Voice.
“Having both 3G ALE and digital voice on a HF radio means that not only will establishing your HF link
be quicker, the 3G ALE will open a HF channel in conditions no other HF radio can. Your digital voice
capability then gives you the clearest voice quality possible meaning you can now reliably communicate
in the most challenging conditions” said Steven Jenkins, VP & General Manager Radio Communications
Australia.
Codan’s second generation Digital Voice technology provides greater clarity of voice over a range of
rates from 2,400 bps to 600 bps and supports the standards STANAG 4591 (MELPe) and AES-256
encryption, while also including a propriety TWELP vocoder mode which provides the superior voice
performance compared to MELPe.
Built for the world’s toughest environments and compliant with the highest level of environmental Military
standard MIL-STD-810F, the 2110M Manpack has proven its durability and ruggedness in the latest
series of Manpack Attack YouTube videos.
“The 2110M Manpack is one of the toughest HF Manpacks available, and now also the best for voice
clarity and establishing a HF connection in the most challenging conditions. You can’t get any better than
that in a HF manpack” said Mr Jenkins.

Listen to Digital Voice on the Manpack at: www.codanradio.com/2110manpack
Watch the Manpack Attack videos: click here

About Codan Radio Communications
Codan Radio provides communications solutions that enable our customers to save lives, create security
and support peacekeeping worldwide. Trusted by the world’s largest mission critical, security, military and
humanitarian agencies, we’ve built our reputation for reliability and customer satisfaction over 60 years in
High Frequency and Land Mobile Radio communications, in some of the toughest conditions on the planet.
For more information about Codan Radio Communications, visit: www.codanradio.com.
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